Copper oxide nanowires: a review of growth.
Cuprous oxide (Cu(2)O) and cupric oxide (CuO) nanowires have started playing important roles in energy conversion devices and optoelectronic devices. Although the desired advanced properties have been demonstrated, these materials cannot yet be produced in large-bulk quantities in order to bridge the technological transfer gap for wider use. In this respect, the quest for the most efficient synthesis process which yields not only large quantities but also high quality and advanced material properties continues. This paper gives an extensive review of copper oxide nanowire (NW) synthesis by all methods and routes by which various researchers have obtained their nanomaterial. These methods are critically overviewed, evaluated and compared. Methods of copper oxide NW growth include wet-chemical methods based on pure solution growth, electrochemical and hydrothermal routes as well as thermal and plasma oxidation methods. In terms of advanced nanowire synthesis, the fast thermal method or direct plasma oxidation as well as the combined hybrid wet-chemical method in which copper hydroxide NWs are produced and sequentially transformed by plasma oxidation which produces Cu(2)O NWs are seen as the most promising methods to explore in the near future. These methods not only yield large quantities of NWs, but produce high quality material with advanced properties.